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The Justice System Integrity Division of the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office has
completed its review of the March 7, 2017, fatal shooting of Dennis Todd Williams-Rogers by
Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD) Deputy Ryan Imaizumi. It is our conclusion
that Deputy Imaizumi honestly believed in the need to use deadly force, and there is insufficient
evidence to prove his decision to use deadly force was unreasonable.
The District Attorney’s Command Center was notified of this shooting on March 8, 2017, at
approximately 1:00 a.m. The District Attorney Response Team responded to the location. They
were given a briefing and walk-through of the scene by LASD Lieutenant Joe Mendoza.
The following analysis is based on reports, audio recorded interviews, video footage, and
photographs submitted to this office by the LASD – Homicide Bureau. No compelled statements
were considered in this analysis.
FACTUAL ANALYSIS
On March 7, 2017, at approximately 8:35 p.m., LASD Deputies Lee McCullough and Bryan
Bostic were working as partners in a marked black and white police vehicle. Simultaneously,
Deputies Leonard Garcia and Steve Propster were working as partners in a separate marked
black and white police vehicle. All deputies were dressed in LASD uniform and responded to a
"business disturbance" call from the 24 Hour Fitness, located at 5045 West Slauson Avenue.
When the deputies arrived, they spoke to the manager of 24 Hour Fitness, Julius N. Julius N.
told the deputies that Dennis Todd Williams-Rogers (Rogers), a member of 24 Hour Fitness, was
bothering patrons at the location.1 Garcia and Propster peacefully escorted Rogers from 24 Hour
Fitness. While outside the location and in the deputies' presence, Julius N. informed Rogers that
his membership was revoked for 24 hours. The deputies left the location believing the situation
had been resolved.
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Rogers was 5'11" tall and weighed 200 pounds.
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After the deputies left, Rogers remained outside the 24 Hour Fitness. After some time, Julius N.
began to get ready to leave the location. At that time, he noticed Rogers was outside the front
glass doors of 24 Hour Fitness, and appeared to be angry. Rogers reached into his backpack and
yelled to Julius N., "Come outside! I'm going to get you! I'm going to get you! I've been
waiting on you!" Julius N. was frightened, believed Rogers may be reaching for a weapon, and
was too scared to walk to his car by himself. The armed security officer at the location, Jackey
G., was not comfortable escorting Julius N. to his car because Jackey G. feared he may have to
draw his weapon. Julius N. called the Sheriff's Department and requested further assistance.
At 10:40 p.m., LASD broadcast a call regarding a man outside the 24 Hour Fitness who was
yelling at customers.2 Uniformed Deputies Garcia and Ryan Imaizumi responded to this call.3
While en route to the location, Garcia told Imaizumi that he would speak to Rogers and asked
Imaizumi to be ready with a Taser. When they arrived, both deputies exited their car and
approached Rogers, who was outside the 24 Hour Fitness. Both deputies noticed Rogers
appeared to be agitated.
Garcia asked Rogers why he was upset. Rogers said either the manager or the security officer at
24 Hour Fitness had hit him on the head. Rogers continued, saying when Julius N. or Jackey G.
exit 24 Hour Fitness, he is "going to fuck them up!" Seeing Rogers was irate and believing he
was possibly unstable, Garcia requested a supervisor respond to their location, and an S918 unit.4
At approximately this time, McCullough and Bostic arrived at the location. Rogers remained
outside, paced back and forth carrying a backpack, called the deputies "fake cops," and harassed
patrons as they entered and exited the gym. At some point, Rogers approached Imaizumi and
threatened to kill him. Garcia believed Rogers anger was mostly focused on the manager, Julius
N., who was inside the glass doors. Rogers moved toward the glass front doors to 24 Hour
Fitness and yelled, "I'm gonna fuck you up!"
Garcia walked to the glass front doors to speak with Julius N., who was inside. As Garcia began
to open the door, Rogers again advanced toward the doors. Garcia told Rogers to step back.
Rogers responded, "You want to fight! I'll fuck you up too!" As Garcia stood near the front
doors to 24 Hour Fitness, Rogers aggressively approached him. Garcia moved to avoid Rogers
and proceeded down the steps in front of the glass entrance doors. Imaizumi, witnessing Rogers'
hostile and threatening behavior toward Garcia, yelled "Taser! Taser! Taser!" and deployed his
Taser at Rogers.5 The Taser did not appear to affect Rogers, who ripped one or both Taser wires
from his body, but it did appear to make him angry with Imaizumi.6 Rogers said, "Oh, you
gonna Taser me? Is that all you got?" Rogers began walking away from the deputies, carrying
his backpack. Imaizumi quickly retrieved another Taser from his patrol car and handed it to
Garcia.
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The printout states, "Inf states that male is outs,ide [sic] yelling and screaming at cus,tomers [sic]"
Garcia had worked a double shift, and was now partnered with Imaizumi.
4
An S918 unit is a Mental Evaluation Team consisting of a deputy and a mental health worker. After requesting
their assistance, Garcia spoke to the Mental Evaluation Team on the phone. They advised Garcia they were on
another call, and were not available to respond to his location in a timely manner.
5
Taser records indicate Imaizumi deployed the Taser at 10:58 p.m.
6
Investigators obtained cell phone video of Imaizumi deploying his Taser in front of the 24 Hour Fitness. The video
shows Rogers quickly advance toward Garcia, who moves out of the way by walking down the stairs. Imaizumi
yells "Taser" three times, and then fires his Taser. Rogers uses his hands to remove the darts from his sweatshirt.
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Figure 1- Location of 24 Hour Fitness and the parking lot.

Bostic, McCullough, Garcia, and Imaizumi followed Rogers as he walked east along the north
side of 24 Hour Fitness, turned and proceeded south along the east side of the gym, and walked
into a parking lot for a strip mall located at 5035 West Slauson Avenue. Rogers placed his
backpack on the ground near the strip mall stores, and reached into the bag. Believing he was
retrieving a weapon, the deputies yelled, "Let me see your hands!" Rogers removed an electric
hair clippers from a box inside his backpack and yelled, "I'm gonna fuck you guys up! I'm gonna
kill one of you!"7 Imaizumi drew his duty weapon with his right hand, and used his radio to
request emergency assistance for an assault with a deadly weapon suspect.

Figure 2 Hair clippers used by Rogers (pictured on top of keys).
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Imaizumi stated that he recognized the object as a standard man's hair clippers with a long cord which Rogers
partially wrapped around his hand as if he was going to swing it like a lasso. The clippers weighed approximately
14.8 ounces. The cord attached to the clippers was approximately ninety-five inches in length.
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Rogers held onto the cord as he swung the hair clippers in a "lasso-type technique," and walked
in a generally southwest direction in the parking lot. All deputies moved back or otherwise
avoided being struck by the hair clippers. Garcia was unable to determine what the object
Rogers swung was, but did believe the object had a shiny blade attached. Garcia indicated
Rogers swung the object to within inches of Garcia's head, at eye level. Garcia yelled "Taser!"
and deployed his Taser at Rogers.8 The Taser had no effect on Rogers, who again appeared to
remove the prongs from his body.
Rogers continued to swing the hair clippers in an aggressive manner, and appeared to be focused
on Imaizumi.9 Rogers threatened Imaizumi, saying, "I'm gonna fuck you up! I'm gonna kill
you!" Imaizumi said Rogers charged at him several times while swinging the hair clippers.
Imaizumi saw the hair clippers had a sharp edge and backed away from Rogers to avoid being
struck by them. Imaizumi believed the hair clippers could have knocked him out, or cut his eyes
or throat had the clippers stuck him. Rogers aggressively charged at Imaizumi, suddenly closing
the distance between them rapidly. Imaizumi back pedaled, pulled his duty weapon back to his
hip to avoid being struck by the hair clippers, and raised his left hand to protect his face and
neck. In fear of being seriously injured by Rogers, he fired at him with his duty weapon
positioned at his hip.10 Rogers fell to the ground with his hands under his body.
Imaizumi immediately broadcast he had been in an officer involved shooting, and paramedics
were called to their location. The deputies ordered Rogers to show his hands. When he failed to
do so, the deputies waited until additional deputies arrived to approach and handcuff Rogers.
Paramedics arrived at the scene, treated Rogers, and transported him to Ronald Reagan UCLA
Medical Center. Despite life saving measures, Rogers succumbed to his injuries.
On March 13, 2017, Deputy Medical Examiner Scott A. Luzi, M.D. performed an autopsy on
Rogers' body. Rogers sustained four gunshots wounds. The first wound was to his upper right
back.11 The direction of that wound was back to front and left to right. The second gunshot
wound was to the left upper quadrant of the abdomen. The direction of this wound was front to
back, right to left, and downward. The third gunshot wound was to the left upper quadrant of the
abdomen. The direction of this wound was front to back, left to right, and downward. The
fourth gunshot wound was to the pelvis. The direction of that wound was front to back, right to
left, and downward. Dr. Luzi ascribed the cause of death as multiple gunshot wounds.12
Imaizumi was armed with a Sig Sauer, P226 Elite, semiautomatic pistol. He normally kept his
weapon loaded with 20 rounds in the magazine and one round in the chamber. Imaizumi was
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Taser records show Garcia deployed his Taser at 11:01 p.m.
McCullough described Rogers as wielding the hair clippers like a "kung fu fighter." Bostic stated Rogers swung
the clippers in a criss cross motion, and twirled them in a circular motion.
10
Imaizumi believed Rogers was within inches of him at the time he discharged his weapon, and stated he waited
until the last possible moment to fire. Garcia also believed Rogers was inches from Imaizumi at the time he fired.
Bostic estimated Rogers closed the distance to eight to 10 feet from Imaizumi, when Imaizumi shot his duty
weapon. McCullough stated he did not fire his weapon, in part, because Imaizumi was too close to his field of fire.
11
The numbering of the wounds is for identification purposes, and does not indicate the order in which the wounds
were received.
12
Dr. Luzi also noted two puncture marks on Rogers' right chest, which he identified as being caused by a
conducted electrical weapon.
9
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unsure if his duty weapon was loaded with 20 or 21 rounds prior to discharging his weapon.
Three cartridge casings were recovered at the scene.13

Figure 3- Three casings recovered from the parking lot.

Investigators recovered a fired Taser cartridge on the walkway in front of the entrance to 24
Hour Fitness. A single Taser dart was located at the bottom of the stairway leading to the glass
door entrance.

Figure 4 Taser cartridge and wires found in front of 24 Hour Fitness.

Investigators also recovered a fired Taser cartridge with a dart attached in the parking lot of 5035
West Slauson Avenue. Rogers' sweatshirt was located in the parking lot. Two Taser darts were
attached to the sweatshirt.
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Imaizumi believed he fired his weapon three times and three casings were recovered at the scene. However, the
overall evidence suggests Imaizumi actually fired his duty weapon four times. Rogers sustained four gunshot
wounds, and the three recovered casings were located near a grate. As such, it appears a single casing was not
recovered.
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Figure 5 Taser cartridge and wires recovered from parking lot.

A grainy surveillance recording from the northeast corner of the parking lot captured the incident
in the parking lot. The video is black and white, and although figures can be seen, the quality of
the footage is too poor to discern details. No weapon, including the hair clippers, the Taser, or a
handgun, can be discerned on the recording, and at times the figures disappear into the
background. A person, Rogers, is seen entering the parking lot followed shortly by four others,
the deputies. Rogers' figure is seen approaching the deputies several times while the deputies
move to avoid him. Approximately two and a half minutes after Rogers enters the parking lot,
Rogers rapidly approaches another figure, Imaizumi. The speed with which Rogers approaches
Imaizumi is substantially quicker than he had previously been moving. Imaizumi appears to
back up, and Rogers closes the distance between them. Within seconds of Rogers quickly
approaching Imaizumi, Rogers' figure appears to be on the ground.
LEGAL ANALYSIS
“The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of force must be judged from the perspective of a
reasonable officer on the scene, rather than the 20/20 vision of hindsight…The calculus of
reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make
split-second judgments—in circumstances that are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving—about
the amount of force that is necessary in a particular situation.” Graham v. Connor (1989) 490
U.S. 386, 396-397.
According to the law in California, a person acted in lawful self-defense or defense of another if
(1) he reasonably believed that he or someone else was in imminent danger of being killed or
suffering great bodily injury; (2) he reasonably believed that the immediate use of deadly force
was necessary to defend against that danger; and (3) he used no more force than was reasonably
necessary to defend against that danger. CALCRIM No. 505. The People have the burden of
proving beyond a reasonable doubt that a person did not act in lawful self-defense or defense of
another. If the People fail to meet this burden, a jury must find the defendant not guilty.
CALCRIM No. 3470.
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Actual danger is not necessary to justify the use of deadly force in self-defense. If one is
confronted by the appearance of danger which one believes, and a reasonable person in the same
position would believe, would result in death or great bodily injury, one may act upon those
circumstances. The right of self-defense is the same whether the danger is real or merely
apparent. People v. Toledo (1948) 85 Cal.App.2d 577.
Before a jury can rely on circumstantial evidence to find a person guilty, the jury must be
convinced that the only reasonable conclusion supported by the circumstantial evidence is that
the accused person is guilty. “If you can draw two or more reasonable conclusions from the
circumstantial evidence, and one of those reasonable conclusions points to innocence and
another to guilt, you must accept the one that points to innocence.” CALCRIM No. 224.
CONCLUSION
The evidence examined in this investigation shows that Deputies Imaizumi and Garcia, followed
shortly by Deputies McCullough and Bostic, responded to a call regarding a man yelling and
screaming at patrons at the 24 Hour Fitness. When they arrived, they saw Rogers, who appeared
to be agitated. In their presence, Rogers threatened to "fuck up" Julius N., and "fuck up" and kill
Imaizumi. When Rogers aggressively approached Garcia, Imaizumi yelled "Taser!" three times,
and deployed his Taser at Rogers, to no effect. Rogers walked away from the deputies, carrying
an unsearched backpack. All four deputies followed.
Rogers walked along the 24 Hour Fitness building to a parking lot for an adjacent strip mall.
Rogers opened his backpack, took out an electric hair clippers on a cord, threatened to kill "one"
of the deputies, and began swinging the clippers. Imaizumi drew his weapon and requested
assistance. As the deputies moved to avoid being struck by the hair clippers, Garcia deployed his
Taser, which again had no effect.
Rogers continued to swing the hair clippers while threatening to "kill" the deputies. Rogers was
focused on Imaizumi, and repeatedly charged at him. Imaizumi saw the hair clippers had sharp
edges, and was reasonably in fear that the clippers would cut his eyes or throat if the hair clippers
struck him. Rogers again aggressively charged at Imaizumi, closing the distance between them.
Imaizumi moved his previously-extended arm toward his hip and covered his face with this other
hand. In fear for his life and the lives of his fellow deputies, Imaizumi fired his duty weapon
from his hip, striking Rogers.
We conclude that Deputy Ryan Imaizumi was honestly in fear that he would suffer great bodily
injury at the time he fired his duty weapon. We further find that there is insufficient evidence to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that his decision was unreasonable. Rogers threatened
Imaizumi's life and advanced rapidly toward him while swinging an edged weapon. Although
Imaizumi may have had other options available to him, there is insufficient evidence to prove
that his split-second decision to use deadly force in this situation was unreasonable. We are
closing our file and will take no further action in this matter.
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